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Preface Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of books have been written about programming. Why another one? Simply because the audience has changed. In the past, using programming languages such as BASIC was the privilege of the few who had access to computers. Programmers were a small elite group. This is no longer the case. The majority of computer users today have little or no technical background. They use computers for fun, education, business, or their profession. This book addresses this new group of users. Not only does it look different, but it is different. It is intended for the beginner and thus assumes that the reader has no prior technical knowledge. Personal computers have made BASIC the most widely used and most accessible computer language ever. This book is for everyone—whether aged 8 or 88—who wants to learn quickly how to get started in BASIC with their TI-99/4A computer. The author believes that all new computer users who want to learn how to write their own programs in BASIC are enthusiastic and young, or young-at-heart. They want a simple, straightforward, edu cational approach to learning BASIC. That is the approach of this book: It is designed to make learning to program in BASIC on the TI-99/4A easy and fun. Furthermore, this book aims at teaching you the essentials of BASIC in just a few hours. You should be writing your first BASIC pro gram within one hour. And within a few hours, you should know enough to start writing useful and meaningful programs. Time is passing... let's begin. The author wishes you a pleasant journey along the magical path to knowledge.



RodnayZaks Berkeley, September 1983



How To Read This Book This is an educational book. You should read every chapter in sequence and understand each one before you continue on to the next. I have provided exercises at the end of each chapter to help you test your new skills. Do as many of them as you can. Answers to selected exercises are provided in Appendix C at the end of this book.



If you have a TI-99/4A computer, try all the programs. Totruly learn and remember, you must practice and experiment. This book will bring you the skills and knowledge you need to get started—but remember, nothing can substitute for experience. The main goal of this book is to get you started programming your TI-99/4A in BASIC quickly and effectively. To achieve this goal and make your path simple, I have had to make choices; therefore this book does not describe every feature or concept of BASIC—just the important ones.



Itis my hope that with this book you will understand everything quickly, and that in no time at all you will be writing your first BASIC programs, and appreciating and enjoying the power of your new programming skills.



What You Will Learn Chapter One explains the language of computers and introduces you to the heroes of this book: the Computer, the Interpreter, the Program, the Instructions, and other characters of the cast.



Chapter Two shows you how to communicate with your computer, using the resources of the keyboard and the display. You will learn to type your first BASIC programs and execute them.



Chapter Three shows you how to perform calculations with BASIC.



Chapter Four helps you write programs that can be used repeat edly. In addition, you will learn how to use variables correctly and effectively.



Chapter Five shows you how to make your programs clear and readable.



Chapter Six shows you how to make complex decisions based on logic and values.



Chapter Seven explains how to automate repetitive tasks, using program loops.



Chapter Eight shows the correct method for designing a program from the algorithm to the working, documented program—including designing the flowchart.



Chapter Nine helps you apply all these concepts to a practical case study. Chapter Ten helps you examine the next step to programming expertise.



The appendices A, B, and C offer answers to selected exercises, a list of common reserved words, and a glossary.



If you are ready, let's open up the family album and I'll introduce you to the heroes of this book...



-



Meet Our Heroes Featuring(going clockwise). Dino the Programmer, the BASIC Interpreter



standing on his friend the Computer, the Program Snake, the mischievous



Bug, two Variables, Program Instructions ready to walk to their assigned spot, and the indispensable flowchart on which Dino rests ...



Oops, our bug seems to be up to something!



V



Sorry... our mischievous



Bug did itagain. So much for



a group shot...



This is the BASIC Interpreter. When awake, he



resides in yourComputer's memory. Hisjob is to translate your instructions to the computer.



Never forget this face. This is a Bug. He will make your lifemiserable. Do your utmost to keep him away fromyourprograms.



He willhelp you in any way he can.



This is your friend the Computer—at your



No, thisis no monster—it's the Program



command.



Snake. He's made up of instructions. You'll



learnto assemble him. He's very tame once you know him. Just keep Bugs away from him.



TheFamily Album



This is Dino. He's friendly and, although he has no formal education, he willshow you how



Here are the BASIC instructions, ready to join the Program Snake.



simple itis to write BASIC programs.



This is a numeric variable. His coat is labeled



withhis name, and he has a value imprintedon him. He's unhappy because he wants to go back to his reserved box in the memory.



This is yourbest friend, the Flowchart. He'll help you design programs thatwork.



Iclaimed in the preface that "You will be writing BASIC programs within one hour."—so, why start with a chapter on concepts and defini tions? Aren't we wasting time? On the contrary: Our purpose is to learn and retain information, and true



learning requires depth of under standing. The information presented in this chapter will help you better understand what programming is, how a BASIC program is executed, and the vocabulary of computers. Before we begin writingour first program, there are a few important definitions and concepts you should learn. Once you understand these terms, I can explain what happens and what to do, in a simple yet



accurate manner, and you should be able to follow along easily. So read this chapter carefully to ensure that you truly understand what you are doing—and won't just be hitting keys. We will begin by learning how to give instructions to a computer—this is called programming. Next, we will explain the need torprogramming languages, such as BASIC. Then we will discuss what a BASIC interpreter is, and we will explore the history of BASIC, its dialects and its uses. Finally, we will examine the com



ponents of a computer system and learn some of the technical jargon used to describe these components.



Programming Your computer is a machine designed to process information—both textual and numerical. For example, you can make your computer display words and sentences on a screen—this is known as tad processing—or you can make it convert a weight expressed in ounces



into itsvalue in grams—this is known as numericalprocessing. In or der to make your computer perform this processing, it is necessary to issue instructionsin a format or "language" it understands. Each computer can only "understand" (i.e., recognize and exe cute) a small number of different instructions (say, a few hundred). Instructions that a computer can understand directly are called inachine language instructions. These instructions are stored in binary



format, i.e., in groupsofO's and l's in the computer's memory. Each 0 or 1 is called a bit, and a group of eight bits is called a byte. A sequence of instructions that accomplishes something useful is called a program. (A sequence of instructions that accomplishes nothing is an error.) Yourcomputer executes a program by execut ing each instruction in turn. Unfortunately, writing a computer program (a sequence of instructions) in machine language, i.e., in binary form, is a slow and tedious process. Ideally, we would like to be able to give spoken or written com mands in everyday language (say, in English) to the computer and have it execute them. But, this is not possible since a computer cannot understand any of the usual languages—whether spoken or written. The reason for this is quite simple: A computer executes orders strictly and exacdy; it is logical and precise; and it requires



Learn how to



give instructions to your computer!



clear, unambiguous instructions in the proper sequence and form. The problem with a spoken language lies in the language itself— sentences can be ambiguous and often their meanings can depend on context, such as facial expressions or gestures. This type of communication cannot be interpreted by a computer. Even carefully written English remains insufficiendy precise for a computer. For example, you cannot tell a computerized robot to "go to the kitchen and boil an egg," and expect results, unless the robot has been programmed to know its way around your kitchen. A robot has to be trained (or programmed) before it can operate in an environment like ours. And, even if a robot is trained to know



its way around^our kitchen, it may not be successfulin a friend's kitchen, because things may be located in different places. Remem ber, communication with a computer must be clear, precise and unambiguous. It is for this reason that simplified "languages" were invented to communicate with computers. Recall that the binary language (also known as machine language) is the easiest language for a computer to understand. However, this language is hardly practi cal for people. Therefore, other languages have been invented to facilitate communications. These languages resemble common English and are called high-level languages. For effective and clear communication with a computer, only a limited number of English words may be used, as predefined com mands. In addition, sentences or statements that specify instructions to a computer must obey strict grammatical rules, called the syntax of the language. The combination of a restricted vocabulary and a syntax is called a programming language. BASIC is one such language.



In summary, aprogramming language is a collection of rules (the syntax) and words and symbols (the vocabulary) that allow you to issue instructions to a computer in a format that can be understood exactly. A sequence of such instructions is called a program. Here is an example. Suppose we want to add



2 + 2



and display the result. Using BASIC, we would write: 1



R = 2 + 2



2



PRINT



R



where R stands for "result."



"/ love BASIC!



Please speak BASIC to me."



But wait ... we said earlier that the only language that a com puter can understand directly is machine language; and we are now issuing instructions to a computer in a language close to English. Isn't there a contradiction?



"Remember me?



I'm the program and I'm made up



There is no contradiction. Indeed, the bare computer cannot understand BASIC direcdy, or for that matter, any other high-level programming language (a language that uses English-like sen tences). Therefore, to be understood by a computer, a program written in a high-level language, such as BASIC, must be interpreted by a special program, called quite appropriately an interpreter. In other words, you speak BASIC to your computer via an interpreter. Therefore, in order to execute a BASIC program, your computer must have a BASIC interpreter. Let's now learn what an interpreter does.



of instructions."



The BASIC Interpreter



"Remember me? I'm



the BASIC interpreter, ready to translate your instructions to the computer. I'm a program, and I'll reside in your computer's memory."



A BASIC interpreter reads each BASIC instruction you type at the keyboard, analyzes it, and uses its own special procedures to carry it out. This process is completely invisible to you (i.e., it takes place inside your computer). Once you activate the interpreter program on your computer, for all practical purposes, your computer can speak BASIC. Your computer can speak other programming lan guages as well (if the appropriate interpreters are provided). There are several kinds of BASIC interpreters. Here we will explain the type you have on your TI-99: a resident interpreter. A resident BASIC interpreter is provided on most small com puters, including your TI-99. This interpreter is called resident because it resides permanendy in die memory of the computer. On the TI-99, it is available immediately, whenever the computer is turned on. Once the BASIC confirmation symbol (orprompt (>)) appears on your screen, you know that the computer is ready to execute your BASIC instructions for you. A resident interpreter generally has one drawback: it can pro vide only a minimal version of BASIC. Since a resident interpreter is "built-in" to the permanent memory of a computer, it must be kept small in size, since the total memory size of a computer is limited. The memory of a computer must contain the programs, including the BASIC interpreter, and also provide sufficient space for computations, system management, and data to be operated on. These space requirements limit the size, and therefore restrict the complexity, of the resident interpreter. On computers that come with a small amount of memory, the resident interpreter is often a "tiny BASIC" that imposes limits on what you can do with it.



"When I'm in the memory, your computer speaks BASIC."



A "mini" or "tiny BASIC," therefore, has fewer features and conveniences than a "full" or "extended BASIC." A usual limita



tion of a "mini-BASIC" is that it operates on integers only; that is, it does not handle fractional numbers. Such a version of BASIC is



also called an "integer BASIC." By contrast, an improved version of BASIC that also handles fractional numbers is called a "floating point BASIC." This feature is highly desirable if you plan to do computations. The BASIC interpreter resident in your TI-99/4A has some of the features found in more powerful,^m// or extended BASICs, includ



ing floating-point notation. It is sufficientfor learning how to pro gram in BASIC, at least for the purposes of this book. Later on, if you learn to write more complex programs, however, you may find that you want facilities not provided by the TI-99/4A resident BASIC interpreter. Let us now explain what BASIC is, how it was invented, and the resulting dialects.



What is BASIC? High-level languages were invented to make it easier for a user to give instructions to a computer, that is, to program it. Over the years, hundreds of programming languages have been invented. In the early days computers were used primarily for scientific purposes, and the early programming languages were designed to facilitate numerical computations. Thus, the granddaddy of lan guages, FORTRAN ("FORmula TRANslator"), was designed pur posely to specify numerical computations. FORTRAN, however, suffered from many drawbacks, and many new languageswere invented. BASIC was one such language; COBOL, APL and Pascal were others that became widely used.



The invention of BASIC represented a major breakthrough. BASIC was designed to be simple and easy to learn. In addition, it was interactive. Let's see what this means.



BASIC stands for Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. It was invented in 1964byJohn Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz at Dartmouth College, working under a National Science Foundation grant. The goal of the authors was to design a lan guage that could be used easilyby a beginner. They succeeded in reaching this goal. To this day, BASIC is one of the easiest pro gramming languages to learn. Because BASIC was designed to be interactive—in fact it was the first interactive language—a user could interact with the program at a terminal, rather than submit batches of perforated IBM cards, as with older languages. BASIC originally ran on the GE225 time sharing system at Dartmouth College. Terminals were available throughout the campus, and many users could access the computer simultaneously.



The success of BASIC was rapid. General Electric (GE) immedi ately decided to use it commercially. Kemeny and Kurtz published the first bookon BASIC in 1967. And, HewlettPackard (HP) and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) decided to make BASIC available on most of their computers. BASIC offers two major advantages over languages like FOR TRAN:



1. For a user: BASIC is the easiest language to learn, especially for a beginner.



2. For a manufacturer: BASIC is theeasiest language to provide on a computer. Since the language is simple, the interpreteris also simple and requires only a small amount ofmemory. A third factor contributed to the enormous success of BASIC:



the advent oflow-cost microcomputers. When microcomputers became widely available in the late 1970's, BASIC became the uni



versal programming language on these small computers. Because



the BASIC interpreter for a simplified version of BASIC requires only 4K (4,096bytes) of memory, even the smallest computers couldaccommodate a resident BASIC. (Remember that a resident BASIC refers to an interpreter stored in the permanent memoryof thecomputer.) The larger more recent computers have larger memories (64K and more—where IK refers to 1,024 bytes) and can, thus, provide more powerful versions of BASIC.



Today BASIC is usedon almost allcomputers. Over the years manufacturers have added extensions and "features" to the lan



guage, so that today the BASIC language is probably the most non standard computer language. No two BASICsare the same. In



fact, BASIC has become a family oflanguages and is no longera single language. Although many standards have been proposed, none has succeeded, and none is likely to succeed at this late date. Does this mean then that you must relearn BASIC on each com puter? Not quite. Once you know the essentials of BASIC that are common to all versions, you can easily learn the enhancements that



each version offers. All BASICs have essentially the same core of instructions. You will learn more about theseinstructionsas you read on in this book.



Which BASIC? The version of BASIC you will be using with your computer was developed by Texas Instruments (TI for short). In this book we will refer to this version as "TI BASIC."



As you type in and run the programs in this book, you will become skilled in the main capabilities of TI BASIC. More advanced features, such as color graphics and sound, will not be covered here.



Now that we understand more about programming languages in general and BASIC in particular, let's learn more about your com puter and how it processes information.



Your Computer Your computer processes information and communicates with you



via a keyboard and a screen, plus maybe a printer. The keyboard is used to send information to the computer. Every time a key is



"I'm robust, helpful and friendly once you know me."



pressed, the electronic code corresponding to the character for that key is sent to the computer, where it is recognized and acted on, or ignored. The keyboard is your input device; it provides information to the computer.



7 need an input from you "This is my keyboard."



to know what to do."



A television screen or monitor displays information generated by the program. Normally, each character you press at the keyboard will appear on the screen. It is first sent to the computer, then "echoed" to the screen. Generally, there is no direct connection between the keyboard and the screen. All communications go through the computer. This is illustrated below.



The keyboard sends information to the screen through the computer



With the TI-99/4A, the computer proper is integrated with the keyboard. The screen is separate. Depending on your investment, your computer system may also include a cassette recorder and/or disk units, and a printer. Regardless of whether you have these extras or not, the com puter proper includes a processing unit (the central processing unit), a memory, and several interfaces (the electronics for connect ing printers and other devices). Let's examine these three elements.



The central processing unit (CPU) fetches program instructions, one instruction at a time, from the memory and executes them. The CPU requires few components. These components are called integrated circuits or "chips." All microcomputers use a micropro cessor chip as the main element of the CPU. A typical chip is shown in the drawing below. The memory stores the programs and all the information that the programs manipulate, read, or generate during their execution. To execute a program, the program must first be placed in the com puter's memory. For example, if a program is originally stored on a cassette or a diskette, it must be transferred into the computer's memory. This is called loading the program. There must be enough memory inside the computer to accommodate the largest program size, plus the data the program will manipulate. Two types of memories are present in your computer: ROM and RAM. The "normal" type of memory that you will use to store your program is the RAM or random access memory. RAM is a read/write memory: information may be written into RAM and read from it. A RAM looks just like the microprocessor shown below except that there is a different chip inside. Unfortunately, in



"This is a microprocessor chip.
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the present state of the technology, this type of memory is volatile: the contents of RAM disappear once the power is turned off. This is why, at the end of a session, you must always store your program on a nonvolatile medium, such as a cassette or a diskette, if you want to keep it. The TI-99/4A's BASIC interpreter is stored in the computer's ROM. ROM stands for read-only memory. This type of memory has been permanendy loaded with programs by the manufacturer and cannot be changed. It is nonvolatile and is never erased. As well as the resident BASIC interpreter, it contains a special pro gram, the monitor, which is needed to communicate with the com puter once it is turned on. If your ROM contains nothing, die computer would not know what to do when you pressed the keys on your keyboard. At a min imum, your ROM must contain a monitor. This program exam ines the information sent by the keyboard, and reacts to it by



Your computer will do nothing until you enter a program in its memory
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performing housekeeping actions, such as starting the resident BASIC interpreter or loading a program from a cassette. You cannot use the ROM to store any other programs. All other programs that you enter on your computer are loaded into RAM. You can also purchase program cartridges for your computer. In these cases, the programs are stored in ROM chips inside the cartridge. At least two additional devices are commonly connected to a computer: a mass memory and a printer. These devices connect through the interfaces—the electronics required to connect special devices. The mass storage device may be a cassette recorder and/or



one or more disk drives. (Note: Both of these devices use a mag netic medium to record information and can store much more



information than the internal electronic memory of the computer.) These special devices require a specific interface in the computer box that allows them to communicate with the computer. Your TI-99 computer has built-in interfaces (couplings) for a tape re corder and for the wired remote controllers ("joysticks"). How ever, a separate interface unit is generally required to connect one or more disk units to the computer. The TI Thermal Printer has the necessary interfaces built into it.



A printer is required to obtain a permanent printout of programs or results. A printer is an output device, just like a TV screen or moni tor, and specific instructions are provided in BASIC to send informa tion to either the display or the printer.



The monitor program runs all the time,



ready to perform all common chores



Finally, a modem is another deviceoften used. A modem allows you to communicate withanother computer or terminal over ordi nary telephone lines. It isuseful when usinga commercial network or for accessing data banks (collections of information). We have now learned the required vocabulary. Before we go on to



Chapter2 and start using die computer, one word ofcaution is in order.



Computers and Syntax Computersare fast, patient, and accurate. They do onlywhat they are told to do, and they do it exacdy. In order to communicate successfully with your computer you must be exact. If you make an error or a mistake in writinga BASIC instruction, you will not dam



age anything in thecomputer, but your programwill not execute successfully. It will generally stop and say: "syntax error." Recall that the syntax is the set of rules that specify the correct way to writea BASIC instruction. Syntax rules are rigid. For exam ple, you may not use an approximate spelling. If the rules specify a



period, you may not use a commaor a semi-colon instead. Each character is rigidly interpretedby the computer and has a precise meaning. Any deviation will mean failure, or, at the very least, unexpected results. Remember that if you do not obey the rules exacdy, your pro



gram will probably not run. Do not attempt to be creative. The rules are simple, straightforward, and easy to follow when writing program instructions. It is best to save your creativity for the overall program design and for planning die tasks you wish to accomplish. In short, it is important that you carefully follow the instructions and recommendations given in this book.



'Remember. be exact."
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Communu Your



In this chapter, you will learn how to communicate with your computer. You will learn to issue BASIC in



structions and make the computer display words and sentences. The information exchanged between you and the computer will include programs (instructions in BASIC that you send) and data (the numbers and characters that you send or receive). You will first learn how to use the



keyboard of a computer, so that you can start sending instructions. In particular, you will learn how to



move the cursor around the screen, and how to correct typing errors. You will then issue your first instructions in BASIC and make the computer display messages on the screen. You will learn the difference between immediate and deferred execution.



Finally, you will learn the steps in volved in writing a simple program and in executing it.



By the end of this chapter, you should be familiar with the basic



skills required to communicate with your computer.



mating with Computer



Using The Keyboard The TI-99's keyboard looksjust like a regular typewriter keyboard, except that it has extra keys. Most of its features are similar to those



found on other computers, but it does have a few unique ones. The main keys are: 1. the letters of the alphabet (A through Z)



2. the digits 0 through 9 3. symbols, such as =, +,*,", and 4. a "carriage return" key marked ENTER 5. a SHIFT key and a "control" key marked CTRL 6. a "function" key marked FCTN and an ALPHA LOCK key.



We will now examine the role and the use of all these keys.



Learn about



the keyboard



Characters, Numbers, and Symbols The purpose ofeach letter, number, and special symbol key isobvi ous. These keys are usedfor the same purposes as on a regular typewriter.



Enter (Carriage Return) On a typewriter, the carriage return leveror key performstwo actions: it returns the carriage to the beginningof a line, and it advances the paper to the next line. Hence its name. On your TI-99, however, the ENTER key moves the cursor to the beginning of the next line on the screen. (The cursor is a blinking, black



squarethat indicates the next position at which a character will be displayed on the screen.) It is called the ENTER key, because its main function is to ENTER a character or a line of text or data into



the computer's memory.



In any case, each instruction to the computer, includingBASIC instructions, must be terminated with an ENTER. The ENTER means, "enter the line into memory." In fact, anything you type on



a lineisignored by thecomputer until you press ENTER. This way, you can correct any errors you may have made, before you enter the line into the computer's memory.



ENTERS are used only at typing time. Although necessary, an ENTER is not stored as part of a program instruction. In this intro



ductory chapter, to help you learn, wewill show all the characters you must type, and display a symbol indicating ENTER at theend of each line. This symbol will appear as -p.



Remember: you must press the ENTER key to transmit an instruction to the computeror elsenothing will happen. Similarly when the computerlater asks you for values, you enter each response by pressingENTER as well.



Shift The SHIFT key works similarly to theoneon a typewriter. It allows



you to shift between the upper- and lowercase symbols diat appear
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on the keys. Except for the letter keys, most keys have two symbols printed on them, a lower one and an upper one. As long as you don't press the shift key, the lower symbol will be generated when the key is pressed. When you press SHIFT together with a key, the upper symbol will be generated. With the letter keys, you normally generate lowercase and uppercase letters. Your TI-99 keyboard normally generates lowercase letters. In most cases, TI BASIC accepts either uppercase or lowercase letters. Because there are exceptions, throughout this book we will use only uppercase letters in our programs. You can use lowercase letters for comments and text.



To generate uppercase letters on your TI-99, you must depress the ALPHA LOCK key. Depressing this key allows you to lock die keyboard into the uppercase position. (It only affects letters, however.) Let's now practice what we have just learned. Go to your key board, and hit keys at random. Press any key; you won't damage anything. Use the SHIFT key and watch the characters being dis played on the screen. Now, press ENTER, and see what happens.



Control The control (CTRL) key is provided to issue frequendy used com mands to your computer in shorthand. It does not exist on type writers. The CTRL key is used like the SHIFT key: by holding it down and pushing another key on the keyboard at the same time. This is called generating a control character. For example, "CTRL A" is generated by holding down the CTRL and A keys simultane ously. This is a convenient way to generate a command or control code—by pressing only two keys. On the TI-99, the CTRL key is used primarily for telecommuni cations and with some software programs. We will not use any con trol codes in this book.



The Function Key The function (FCTN) keyon the TI-99 is very important. It serves two main purposes. First, it is used in conjunction with some of the letter keys to generate certain symbols. Second, it is used in con junction with the number keys to produce special functions. Let's examine each of these in turn.



If you look at your computer's keyboard, you will notice that
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some of the letter keys have symbols on the front. For example, the I key has the ?, the P key has the ", and the O key has the '. To generate these symbols, you must hold down the FCTN key and press the appropriate letter key. Thus, to produce the double quota tion mark ("), you must hold down the FCTN key and, while hold ing it down, press the P key. You will also notice that the keys E, S, D, and X have up, left, right, and down arrows on them. Holding down the FCTN key and simultaneouslypressing one of these keys will move the cursor in the direction of the arrow. You can use this



function to correct typing mistakes. To use the FCTN key to produce special functions, you should



have the "keyboard overlay" in its proper place. The keyboard overlay is the strip of plastic with the words "DEL, INS, ERASE, CLEAR ..." printed on it. It is placed in the recessed area direcdy above the number keys. Pressing the FCTN key in conjunction with the number key produces the function described on the over lay. Let's look at some of these.



FCTN = (QUIT) Pressing the FCTN key and the key with the equals sign causes the computer to leave TI BASIC and return to the master computer tide screen. This erases anything you may have had in the computer's memory. FCTN 2 (INS) Pressing the FCTN key and the 2 key allows you to insert characters immediately to the left of the cursor. FCTN 1 (DEL) Pressing the FCTN key and the 1 key allows you to delete whatever character the cursor is over. FCTN 3 (ERASE) Pressing the FCTN key and the 3 key causes the entire line you are on to be erased. FCTN 4 (CLEAR) This key acts like the "break" key on other computers. Pressing the FCTN key and the 4 key will stop any pro gram from running. The other special functions (BEGIN, PROC'D, AID, REDO, and BACK)are used with TI game cartridges and will not be discussed here.



The Cursor Recall that thecursoris thesolid, black squareon the screen that



shows your current position. It blinks so that you cansee it easily. Here is a cursor showing you where you areon thescreen after you have typed HELLO:



> HELLO I
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As we have said, by movingthe cursor back and forth and up and down on the screen, you can type over characters and modify any text you have typed previously. This is a great convenience for making changes. Youwill use the cursor extensively to correct typing errors.



Learn to move the cursor on the screen



You may now want to go back to your keyboard and practice some of the things you have just learned. When you feel reasonably familiar with your keyboard, come back and learn how to issue BASIC instructions to the computer.



Speaking BASIC To speak BASIC with your computer you need a BASIC interpreter in die memory. Since your computer has a built-in (resident) BASIC interpreter, you do not have to do anything to activate it. When you turn on your TI-99 computer, you willsee on your screen the TI logo, and the instructions "READY — PRESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN." After you press a key, your screen willdisplay die options that are available to you. The number of selections will depend upon whether or not you have a cartridge installed and/or other peripherals connected to your TI-99. In any case, you will have the first option, "PRESS 1FOR TI BASIC." When you press the 1 key, the TI BASIC interpreter is activated, and a confirma tion, or prompt, appears on the screen:



TI BASIC READY
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"TI BASIC" is the name given to the interpreter. > is the prompt, a message from the BASIC interpreter, meaning, "I'm ready. Go ahead and tell me what to do." As soon as you see this symbol, you know that the BASIC interpreter is ready and waiting for your instructions. We will now proceed, assuming that: 1. The TI BASIC interpreter has been activated. 2. The BASIC prompt used by your interpreter (the > symbol)



appears on your screen. If the prompt does not appear, press ENTER and see what happens. If this does not work, turn your computer off, and restart it. We will now issue our first BASIC instruction to the computer.



Type the following (exacdy as it appears here): PRINT "HELLO"



The screen should look like this:



TI BASIC READY > PRINT "HELLO" •



The > on the left is the prompt telling you that the BASIC inter preter is waiting for an instruction. The characters on the right have just been typed by you. Nothing should happen yet. Do you remember why? This is because you must hit the ENTER key to enter your instruc tion. Now press ENTER. Your screen should look like this:



TI BASIC READY



> PRINT "HELLO" HELLO



The interpreter has received your instruction and has immedi ately executed it by displaying HELLO as requested. Next, the
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interpreter displays a new prompt ( > ), telling you it is ready for a new instruction.



Let's examine our first BASIC instruction more closely: PRINT "HELLO"



This instruction has two parts: PRINT and "HELLO". PRINT is a reserved word that has a specific meaning to the BASIC inter preter. "HELLO" is the message to be PRINTed. It must be enclosed in quotes. You can use any message within the quotes. Let's try another. Type: PRINT "TEST NUMBER 2" -p



The following should appear on your screen:



> PRINT "TEST NUMBER 2" TEST NUMBER 2 > •



_i



Try again. Display your own message, but remember: if you for get one of die quotes or if you misspell PRINT, it will not work, and you will get an error message. Go ahead; try it. You won't damage anything. You may now be wondering why this instruction is called "PRINT" when in fact it merely displays, and does not print, the information on your screen. Even if you have a printer connected to your computer, nothing will be printed. You have probably guessed the reason. The early terminals were typewriter-like, and in fact, did print (not display) the information. And, although the technology has changed, the BASIC instruction has not. Another BASIC instruction is now used to send information to the printer, rather than to the display. Before we proceed, make sure that the BASIC prompt appears on your screen, i.e., that the BASIC interpreter is ready to accept another command. If the prompt does not appear, you cannot exe cute a BASIC command. Try pressing ENTER or FCTN CLEAR, or if that doesn't work, try restarting your system.
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We will now write our first BASIC program, rather than just exe cute a single instruction or "statement." Type the following: 10 PRINT "HELLO" p 20 PRINT "HOW ARE YOU?" p 30 END^ Your screen should look like this: /



—N 10



PRINT "HELLO"



20



PRINT "HOW ARE YOU?"



30



END



>•



_>



-



You may be surprised that nothing has happened. The computer merely responds with a > . These three lines are more than just three BASIC statements. They constitute a short BASIC program. Note that each line begins widi a number; this number is called a line number or label. It tells the computer that we want to write a complete program, and not execute each instruction immediately. Now, type: RUNp



'RUN!"



You should now see on your screen:



f



—



~^
 •



-^



How does this work? We first created a three-line program and stored it in memory, a line at a time, by pressing ENTER. We then executed the program by typing: RUN. This is the normal way of writing and executing a program. We will follow this proce dure from now on. All lines will be preceded by a numerical label, and the program will be executed automatically in the order of the labels.



'How does this work?"



If at any time you type an unlabeled BASIC statement in re sponse to a > , the statement will be executed immediately; it will not be memorized. This is called the immediate mode or command mode



in TI BASIC. If at any time you type a labeled BASIC statement in response to a > , the statement willbe memorized when you hit ENTER, but not executed until you type RUN. This is called the deferred mode. Let's demonstrate how this works.
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Our three-line program has been stored in memory. It can be executed any number of times, expanded or modified. Now, type: RUN ^



again, and you should see:



c -



—>



HELLO



HOW ARE YOU? * * DONE * * >•



*



^



Let's now examine the computer's memory and display its con tents. To do this type: LIST7



and you should see the following displayed on your screen: r-



—> 10



PRINT "HELLO"



20



PRINT "HOW ARE YOU?"



30



END



>•



J



l



Your program is listedon the screen as it is stored in the computer's memory.



To demonstrate the difference between immediate and deferred



instructions, type: PRINT "GOOD BYE" n
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You see on the screen:



> PRINT "GOODBYE" GOOD BYE >•



Now type: USJp



again, and you should see on your screen: ^



10



PRINT "HELLO"



20



PRINT "HOW ARE YOU?"



30



END



>•



l



^



The new direct instruction: PRINT "GOOD BYE" is nowhere to be seen. It has not been memorized.



Ifyou haven't used a line number,



the instruction is gone!
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Program Summary In summary, an immediate statement is executed as soon as you type it. It is not stored in the computer's memory, and you will need to type it every time you want to execute it. This facility is called the immediate execution mode. In practice, this mode is used



infrequendy—generally when you want to verify some values after a program has stopped. Feel free to experiment by typing BASIC instructions and see what happens.



When a line is preceded by a label, the mode is called the deferred execution mode. In this mode, each line of the program is stored away in die computer's memory. When a complete program has been typed in, you simply issue the RUN command, and the entire program will be executed. Remember that when you turn the com puter off, the contents of the RAM memory disappear, including any program you may have typed. If you wish to keep your pro gram for later use, you must save it on a cassette or diskette. Each line of a BASIC program must start with a label. The label specifies the order in which the line will be executed. Thus, line 10 will be executed before line 20.



The END statement, line 30 in our example, is optional with TI BASIC, but required with older BASICs. The END statement tells the interpreter that it has reached a legitimate END, rather than an accidental one, during execution.



The computer executes each instruction in turn
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Don't confuse number 0 and letter O



As a final detail, note that the digit 0 must look different from the letter O. The traditional way to avoid confusion is to show the



digit 0 as ©—an O overstrickenwith a slash. On the TI-99 key board, the number 0 is overstriken with a slash. However, it does



not appear this way on your screen. On your screen, the number 0 has rounded edges, whereas the letter O has square corners.



A Longer Program RUN and LIST are called commands. They are reserved words used by themselves to specify special actions carried out by the computer system, or more exacdy by the interpreter. These commands are also part of BASIC. We will progressively learn more statements and commands as we continue through this book. Let's now write a more complete program, using the PRINT statement and the NEW command. Type the following: NEWp Then: LIST-,
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Nothing happens. There is no longer any program in the memory. The NEW command clears the computer's memory. Now type: NEW^



10 PRINT "THIS"p 20 PRINT "\S"p



30 PRINT "ANOTHER" p



40 PRINT "EXAMPLE" p 50 EHDp



Let's find out what this program docs. Type: RUN^



You should now see on your screen:



c



^v



THIS IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE * * DONE * * >•



J



V



Our program displays the text as expected. Let's verify that the program has been stored correcdy in memory by typing: LISTp



You should now see on your screen: /•



— 10



PRINT "THIS"



20



PRINT "IS"



30



PRINT "ANOTHER"



40



PRINT "EXAMPLE"



50



END



N



>• \^_



A



The NEW command has been used to clear the memory of the



computer, i.e., to erase it, to make room for the new program. If the
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NEW command is not used, the new statements would erase and



replace any older statement with identical labels previously typed into memory. This could lead to errors since old statements might be "leftover" in a new program. If you do not use NEW, then every time you type a statement with the label 10, the new version will automatically erase any older version of that statement. But, beware, if you had previously written a statement with the label 15, then typed in the above program without a NEW, the statement "15" would remain in the computer's memory and would auto matically be incorporated into your new program in sequence (since the label 15 is not used in the new program). Let us demon strate this. Type: 15 PRINT"* ****'p Then:



RUNp Your screen should look like this:



THIS *****



IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE



* * DONE * *



As you can see, the new PRINT statement, labeled 15, has been automatically inserted in the older program after statement 10. Let's list the program. Type: USXp Your screen should look like this: \



-



10



PRINT "THIS"



15



PRINT "*****"



20



PRINT "IS"



30



PRINT "ANOTHER"



40



PRINT "EXAMPLE"



50



END



>•



^



30



You just verified that statement 15is now part of your program. Remember that every time you type a program statement with a



label, it is automatically insertedin the memory of the computer in the proper sequence.



We will now demonstrate that when you use a label number that



already exists, your newstatementwill automatically erase the pre vious one. Let's now use this feature to erase statement 15. Type:



15 PRINT "



"^



Then:



RUN^ Your screen should look like this:



THIS



IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE



* * DONE * *



As you cansee, yournew PRINT statement with thelabel 15 has superseded the previous one. Verify it by typing: LISTp Your screen should look like this: "^



10



PRINT "THIS"



15



PRINT "



20



PRINT "IS"



"



30



PRINT "ANOTHER"



40



PRINT "EXAMPLE-



50



END



! >•



>-



To avoid accidents, whenever you write a new program, you should use the NEW statement to clear your computer's memory and avoid interferenceby "leftover" statements from previous use.
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"That's how I erase!"



Let's now erasestatement 15. There are many waysto do this. Here we will type: 15



This statement merely consists ofa label. This iscalled an empty statement. Statement 15doesnothing, except erase any previous ver sion. Now type RUN. You should see the following on your screen: •



—N



THIS IS



ANOTHER EXAMPLE * * DONE * * > • ^



J



Be careful. Thisfeature can bedangerous. Ifyou type:



by accident, you will erase the previous version of statement 20,



andreplace it with an "empty" statement that does nothing. To avoid surprises, always verify your program listing prior to execution.
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Summary We have now learned how to write elementary BASIC programs that display information on the screen. We have written a BASIC program using labeled statements. We have discussed why pro grams should be preceded with the NEW command and termi nated with the END statement. We have seen that a program is stored automatically in the computer's memory as it is entered, and that it can be executed by typing the RUN command. We have also seen how a program listing can be displayed with the LIST command.



We have learned that the execution of program statements is in the order of the labels. If you duplicate a label number either inten tionally or by mistake, the new statement will automatically erase any previous statement with the same label number. Also, if at any time you add a line with a new label, the interpreter will automati cally insert it in its proper sequence within the program. In this chapter, we have introduced many new concepts. If you truly want to learn how to program, it is essential that you start practicing what you have learned. Several self-test exercises follow. You are strongly encouraged to try them out. Answers to selected exercises are given at the end of this book.
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Exercises 2-1:



Writea program that prints the following: "HAVE AGOOD DAY'



2-2:



Write a program that prints: AAAAA



CCC DD E



2-3:



Write a program that prints: *******



*TITLE* *******



2-4:



Define the following terms: a.



label



b.



deferred execution



c.



immediate execution



d.



empty statement



e.



cursor



f.



control key



g.



reserved word



h.



prompt



2-5:



Why is "PRINT" used as a command to display on the screen?



2-6:



Can you execute a whole program bytyping statements one at a time in the immediate mode?



2-7:



Why use NEW before typing a new program?



2-8:



Can youtype labeled program statements out of sequence?



2-9:



Give examples of some Tl BASIC commands.



2-10: Is the following statement a validway to display the word EXAMPLE? PRINT EXAMPLE



2-11: What is the use of the ENTER key?



2-12: Explain howto erase statement 20 in a program.
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2-13: Ifyou have already typed statement 30 and wish to substitute a new statement 30, do you have to erase the old one first? 2-14: Write a program that displays the following: TTTTTT



H



H



EEEEEE



H



H



EE



TT



H



H



TT



HHHH



EEEE



TT



H



H



EE



H



H



EE



H



H



EEEEEE



EE
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Calculal



In this chapter, we will start using numbers. We will display them and add, subtract, multiply, and divide them. We will learn to perform computations using the simple arithmetic operators, and we will describe the other important built-in operators in BASIC.



ing with



Printing Numbers So far we have only printed text. Let's now print a number. Type: PRINT 3 -p The result should be:



"I'llshow you more ways to



print numbers.
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Recall from our discussion in Chapter 2 that this statement is in the immediate mode, where an instruction does not need to be pre ceded by a label and is executed immediately. In this chapter, we will write all of the examples in the immediate mode, so that you can execute them by pressing only a few keys. Notice that in BASIC, numbers do not need to be enclosed in quotes, only text. The use of quotes allows the interpreter to easily differentiate between user-provided text and the BASIC reserved words, such as PRINT. The text inside the quotes is called a string, and a string may include numbers. Let's now try to print several large numbers, say 100, 1000, 10000, etc. When you try to print a number with more than ten digits, you will notice that something odd happens—a decimal point appears to the right of the first digit, an "E" appears after the last digit, followed by a plus sign and a number. Your TI BASIC interpreter has converted your number into scientific notation. We'll discuss scientific notation shortly.



Your BASIC interpreter allows you to use decimal numbers. Type: PRINT1.5 p



You now see 1.5displayed on your screen. In computerjargon, decimal numbers are calledfloating-point numbers. A BASIC inter preter that allows the use of floating-point numbers is called a floating-point BASIC.



Scientific Notation Let's discuss decimal numbers further. Aswith integers, in the case ofdecimal numbers, the interpreter will only retaina setnumberof digits. For example, the correct value of one third is: 0.33333333333 ...



(etc.)



Inside the computer, this value may be stored as: 0.33333333 (eight significant digits areretained besides thezero)



The correct value issaid to have been truncated (cut) to eight digits. (Note: This is an approximation, butit isgenerally sufficient.) Your BASIC interpreter allows decimal numbers; it also uses a scientific representation for these numbers. When a number becomes very large or very small, it willbe displayed in scientificnotation to save space.



Here is an example: 3.2 E +06



means



3.2 x 106 = 3200000



106 means 10 to the power 6, i.e., 10 multiplied 5 times by itself: 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000000



Similarly 1.12E-07



means



1.12 x 10"7 = 0.000000112



10 "7 means 1/10 to the power 7, i.e., 1/10 multiplied 6 times by itself(1/10 is 10"'). Using scientific notation, your TI BASIC interpreter can handle numbers as small as -9.99 x 10",27 and as large as 9.99 x 10127!
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Doing Arithmetic Let's now perform simple arithmetic calculations. Type: PRINT 2 + 2 -p



The result appearing on your screen should be:



C



J



We have just performed our first arithmetic computation. The addition symbol, + , is calledan operator. An operator is a symbol that represents an operation to be performed on one or more oper ands. BASIC provides five built-in arithmetic operators: (minus)



-



'You need more practice."
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+



(plus)



*



(multiplication)



/



(division)



A or **



(exponentiation or power)



Now try this example. Type: PRINT 2 * 3 -p



The result should be 6. The * symbol is the symbol for multiplica tion. The usual multiplication symbol, x , could be confused with the letter X, so programminglanguagesuse the * symbol instead. Here are other examples of valid arithmetic statements: PRINT 1 + 2*3p The result is



C



J



PRINT 3 - 2 p The result is



1



D



PRINT 8/2 p The result is



D PRINT 1+2 + 3 + 4p The result is



10



Since TI BASIC allows decimal numbers, the following statement is also legal: PRINT (6/3 + 12/4)/2p The result is



2.5



Note that parentheses have been used in this example to clarify the
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grouping of operations. Let's try another example. Type: PRINT 2 + 3 + 4/27 The result is:



The division (/) was performed first on the 4. This is due to the fact that in BASIC, if given a choice (i.e., if parentheses are not used), the division (/) or the multiplication (*) will take place before the addition (+) or the subtraction (-). If you had intended to divide the group 2 +3 + 4 by 2, then it would have been necessary to type:



PRINT (2 + 3 + 4)l2p The result would then be:



4.5



J



The division would then have been performed on the group (2+3 + 4). It is good practice to use parentheses freely, to avoid any con fusion. For example, the following expression (or group of values and operators)



1+2*3 x3 4 + 5



could be translated into the following BASIC expression: ((1 + 2 + 3)/(4 + 5)) *3 or



(1 + 2 + 3)/(4 + 5) * 3



because execution proceeds from left to right when operators have the same precedence (standing), i.e., the division occurs here be fore the multiplication. If you were to write the following in BASIC: (1+2 + 3)/((4 + 5) *3)



it would be equivalent to: 1+2 + 3



(4 + 5) x 3



Use parentheses to denote groups. Be sure to make sure there is always a matching right parenthesis for each left one. Let's now use our new computing skill to display useful values.
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Printing Formats If you type: PRINT "TWO TIMES THREE IS", 2 * 3 p The result will be:



TWO TIMES THREE IS 6



In the above PRINT statement, we have mixed text and numbers, separated by a comma. More precisely, we have used an expression, 2*3, rather dian a number. Now, type: PRINT "TWO TIMES THREE IS, 2 * 3" p



and you will get:



C



TWO TIMES THREE IS,



2*3



)



This is a valid BASIC statement, but not the one you had intended. Remember, everything within quotes is displayed literally. The



comma or semicolon must be outside the quotes to work correcdy. A PRINT statement may be used to print several items on the same line. The items must, however, be separated by a semicolon or a comma. A semicolon will result in a small space between the items being printed, while a comma willresult in a larger space. Like a tab stop on a typewriter, the comma symbol is used to create tabs, i.e., fields on the screen. This technique is convenient for dis playing tables. Let's try this new feature. Type: PRINT 1;2;3p



Your display should show:



1 2 3



1



Now type: PRINT 1,2,3 p



Your display should show:
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Let's now compute the sales tax for a sale of $1234. The tax rate is 6.5 %. The statement is:



PRINT "SALESTAX IS"; 1234 * 6.5/100 p The result is:



SALES TAX IS 80.21



J



We could also type: PRINT "SALES TAX IS"; 1234 * 0.065 p



and we would obtain the same result. There are many equivalent ways to write a program. You can print many items on a line. Look: PRINT 1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;"MANY ITEMS" p The screen will show:



1



23456789



MANY ITEMS



We have now learned how to perform simple arithmetic computa tions, and how to display the results. Let's use this new skill to solve some simple problems.



Only feed reasonable numbers



to your program
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Application Examples Let's compute a car's mileage in miles per gallon. The mathemati cal formula is: MILEAGE = DISTANCE (in miles) * GAS (in gallons)



Let's assume that the distance was 510 miles and the amount of



gasoline used was 20.2 gallons. Here is the statement written in BASIC:



PRINT "MILEAGE IS"; 510/20.2 ; "MPG" p



For metric readers we will now convert this into liters per kilo meter. One gallon is 3.8 liters. One mile is 1.6 kilometers. The consumption in liters per kilometer is: PRINT "GAS CONSUMPTION IS"; (20.2 * 3.8)/ (510 * 1.6) ; "LPERKM'p



Here is another simple problem. Given a temperature in Fahr enheit, the Celsius equivalent is computed by the formula: CELSIUS value = (FAHRENHEITvalue - 32) x 5/9



To compute the Celsiusequivalent of 79° F, type: PRINT "79 DEGREES F = "; (79 - 32) * 5/9; "DEGREES C" p The result is:



79 DEGREES F



=



26.11111111



DEGREES C



To be complete, note that 5/9 has not been enclosed in parentheses, as it does not matter whether * or / is executed first.
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Summary In this chapter, we have learned how to perform arithmetic compu tations and how to display text and results on the same line. We have used this new skill to automate the computation of simple formulas by writing one-line BASIC statements. So far we have specified all the values within the BASIC state ment itself. What we now want to do is first write a program, then supply values repeatedly from the keyboard so different values can be used with the program without having to rewrite it. We will ac complish this with variables. This is the topic of the next chapter.



Exercises 3-1:



Write a BASICstatement that computes: 5 + 6 1+2 + 3



3-2:



Write a BASIC statement that computes: 1 +1/2



1



1 + Vz



3-3:



Write a BASICstatement that computes the Fahrenheit equivalent of 20° C.



3-4:



Given a speed of 100 km per hour, compute the equivalent speed in m.p.h. (1 mile = 1.6 km)



3-5:



Compute the number of seconds in a day, a week, a month, and a year.



3-6:



Assuming an average speed of 55 m.p.h., compute the time needed to travel 350 miles.
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3-7:



Assuming 365 days in a year, compute the number of days you have lived so far.



3-8:



Compute the equivalent annual salary for a person, given the:



a.



weekly pay (there are 52 weeks in a year)



b.



biweekly pay (multiply by 26)



c.



monthly pay



d.



hourly pay (multiply by 2080)
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Memorizinc



Usii



Values and



ig Variables



In this chapter, we will learn to write programs that can be used repeat edly, without change, and that will display different results, depending on the data supplied at the key board. So far, to obtain the result of an arithmetic computation, such as 2 + 3, we have had to include in the program statement the numbers to be operated on. We will now learn to write programs that can be executed with different data each time. The



programs will specify the operations to be performed. The data will be supplied at the keyboard by the user at the time the program is executed. This makes the program reusable. In addition, we will introduce the concept of a variable and learn how to use two new statements: INPUT



and LET.



Let's now begin by learning how to supply information to a program while it is running.



The INPUT Statement Type the following program. (Note: we will no longer display p to indicate ENTER at the end of each line): 10



INPUTA



20



PRINT A;



30



END



2 * A;



3* A



Now execute this program by typing RUN, as usual. Your screen should look like this:



A "?" appears on your screen with a blinking cursor next to it to remind you to type in the input. Now, type in a number, say 3. Terminate your input by pressing the ENTER key as usual. Your screen should now show:



3



6



9



* * DONE * *



On INPUT, your computer accepts numbers and letters



50



Your program has been executed. Let's see what happened. The first line was: 10



INPUTA



This statement asked you to provide a number at the keyboard. The program displayed a ?, and stopped—waiting for your input. The value 3 you supplied was then read and stored in A. "A" is called a variable. It is a name used to store a value. Formally, a variable is a name given to a memory location. Examples of some variable names are: A, B, C, F, Zl, G2. TI BASIC allows variable



names with up to 15 letters as well, for example: INTEGER1, SUM, TAX, RESULT. The second statement was: 20



PRINT A;



2 * A;



3 * A



This statement resulted in the printing of 3, 2 * 3, 3 * 3, or:



3 6 9



Using the INPUT statement, it is also possible to enter several values at the same time. Here is an example. Type: 10



INPUTA.B



20



PRINT A;



30



END



A * 2;



B;



B*2



Now run the program. You should see the usual "?" appearing on your screen. Type two numbers, say 2 and 3, separated by a comma, then press return. The result is:



D



2 4 3 6



Let us examine what happened. The first line of the program was:



10



INPUTA.B



This statement resulted in a request for two values from you, which were then stored in die variables A and B. Remember that



variables are names of memory locations. The contents of A and B were initially empty, but they became 2 and 3, respectively. The second statement of the program was: 20



PRINT A;



A * 2;



B;



B*2
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This statement resulted in printing the values: 2,2*2,3,3*2, or:



2 4 3 6



Let's try running this program again. This time try typing: 5.8



and the results should be:



C 5



10 8



D



16



We can use this program repeatedly and obtain new results by typ ing in new values at the keyboard. We have made our program reusable by using variable names (A and B), instead of explicit values.



In order to make this program truly reusable, let's now improve



its style and readability. Supposethat we want to save the program, and run it again in severaldays. We might forget what it does or we might not remember how many values we must supply. We can rewrite the program to display this information on the screen. Here is an improved version: 10



PRINT "A PROGRAM TO MULTIPLY"



20



PRINT "ANY TWO NUMBERS BY 2"



30



PRINT "TYPE TWO NUMBERS"



40



INPUT A.B



50



PRINT "FIRST NUMBER



60



PRINT "SECOND NUMBER



70



END



:"; A, "DOUBLE :"; 2 * A :";



B,



"DOUBLE



:";



2 * B



and here is the resulting display: (Note: throughout this text, we will display data provided by the user in boldface type.) -\



r



A PROGRAM TO MULTIPLY ANY TWO NUMBERS BY 2 TYPE TWO NUMBERS



? 5,7 FIRST NUMBER



:



5



SECOND NUMBER



:



DOUBLE



DOUBLE



-



:



:



10



7



14



^



We have now learned how to supply numeric data to the pro gram by using the INPUT statement. We have also introduced the concept of variable. Let's now learn how to use these techniques effectively and how to develop more complex programs.
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"Hello Numeric,



I'm a string. I store a chain of characters.



You can easily recognize me— look at



my antennas!"



The Two Types of Variables There are twotypes ofvariables in BASIC: numeric and string. Nu meric variablesrepresent numbers; string variables represent text. These two typesof variableslook different; a string variable has a "$" at the end of the name. They are also used differendy. For example, you can add numbers, but not text. Let's first learn about numeric variables, then about string variables.



Numeric Variables Let's learn the rules for naming a numeric variable; then we will learn how to use these variables effectively. We have already used two numeric variables, called A and B, at the beginning of this chapter. We gave them a value by inputting numbers from the key board. Let's now learn how to name a variable.



When naming a variable, all BASICs, including the original Dartmouth BASIC, allow the use of one letter, optionally followed by a single number. TI BASIC allows any combination of letters and numbers up to 15 characters. However, a numeric variable name must start with a letter. Here are examples of valid TI BASIC variable names: A



(one letter)



Z



(one letter)



Al



(one letter and one digit)



B2



(one letter and one digit)



ALPHA



(five letters)



R2D2



(two letters and two numbers) 53



With this definition, the following names are not legal: 12



(does not start with a letter)



1B



(must start with a letter)



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP (too many characters) The advantage of short names is to reduce the size and complex ity of the BASIC interpreter. The disadvantage is that short names are difficultto remember. For example, the long name RESULT is more descriptive and memorable than the short name R. To improve readability, TI BASIC allows long names, i.e., a sequence of characters. You may use any number of consecutive letters fol lowedby optional digits, up to a maximum length of 15 characters. For example, the following are legal longer variable names: WINNER



STUDENT 1



LOSER



STUDENT2



RESULT



STUDENT14



SUM



CASE24



The followingare not legal:



Every variable must have a name
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3TIMES



(starts with a digit)



A-ONE



(illegal symbol)



Clearly a program with long, explicit variable names is more readable. In this chapter, we will use both short and long names, so that you can get used to both conventions. Remember that long names are simply a matter of convenience and will not affect the program in any way.



There is one more restriction on names: you cannot use a name



that is a reserved word, i.e., a name that has a meaning to your BASIC interpreter. For example, you may not use LIST, END or RUN as variable names. (Note: a list of reserved words appears at the end



of this book, as well as at the end of the reference manual for your BASIC interpreter.) TI BASIC alsoprohibits you from using a reserved word as the first part of a variable name. To be safe, it is best never to use a reserved word as any part of a variable name. Now that we know how to create legal names for numeric vari ables, let's learn how to give a name to a piece of text known as a string.



String Variables First, let us introducestrings. Here are examplesofstrings: "RESULT" "THIS IS AN EXAMPLE"



"MY NAME IS JOHN" "25 TIMES 4 = "



Note that a string is normally enclosed in quotes; otherwise, it



could be confused with a variable name. A string may contain any sequence of characters, except the quotation symbol. The length of a string is limited to 256 characters. Let us now introduce string variables. When the value stored in



'I'm a string variable. I contain text.



My name ends with a $.



a variable is text (that is, a string), rather than a number, the vari able is called a string variable. A string variable's name isjust like a numeric variable's name, except that it must have a "$" at the end. Here are some valid short string variable names:



Al$ B5$



Since TI BASIC allowslong names, here are several more valid names:



NAMES



FIRSTS CITY$ UNIT25$
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Let's now illustrate the use of string variables, with a program that greets the user by name. 10



PRINT "I AM HAL, THE COMPUTER"



20



PRINT "FIRST NAME";



30



INPUT FIRST$



40



PRINT "LAST NAME";



50



INPUT LASTS



60



PRINT "HELLO,



70



PRINT "NOW I KNOW YOUR NAME"



";



80



PRINT "I LIKE ";



90



END



FIRSTS; FIRSTS;



" "



";



LASTS;



"!"



AS A FIRST NAME."



Here is a sample run. Note that the characters you type appear here in boldface type. *"



I AM HAL, THE COMPUTER FIRST NAME? JOHN LAST NAME? SULLIVAN



HELLO, JOHN SULLIVAN! NOW I KNOW YOUR NAME!



I LIKE JOHN AS A FIRST NAME.







I = 1 THEN 25



25



PRINT "ONE"



30



END



1 THEN 30



Now run this program. Type " 1" at the keyboard. Your screen should look like this:



f



^ RUN ?1 ONE * *DONE* *



*



k.



Run this program again. Type "2" at the keyboard. Your screen should look like this:



^ >RUN ?2



* *DONE* *



^



This time no message was printed in response to the 2. Let's now teach our program to recognize the numbers 1 through 3: 10



REM THIS PROGRAM RECOGNIZES THE NUMBERS 1 TO 3



20



PRINT "TYPE AN INTEGER:";



25



INPUT INTEGER



30



IF INTEGER = 1 THEN 35



32



IF INTEGER 




1 THEN 40



2 THEN 50



50



IF INTEGER = 3 THEN 55
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IF INTEGER 




3 THEN 60



Let's run the program. Here are two typical runs as they appear on the screen (with emphasis added):



>RUN



TYPE AN INTEGER:? 3 THREE * *DONE* * >RUN TYPE AN INTEGER:? 5



* *DONE* * V



-
RUN ?1



YOU TYPED A 1 * *DONE* *



v_



We can make



the program jump out of sequence
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_>



Run the program again, and typea "2" at thekeyboard. Your screen should look like this:



>RUN ?2 YOU DID NOT TYPE A 1 * *DONE* *



Our program has become "intelligent," i.e., it givesan appro priate message whether or not the input is 1. You may be wonder ing ifwe could have achieved the same result using the original form of the IF statement. Let's try it: 10



INPUT I



20



IF



25



PRINT "THIS IS A ONE"



I = 1 THEN 25



30



PRINT "THIS IS NOT A ONE"



40



END



Now, run this program and type a 1 at the keyboard. The display is the following:



>RUN ?1



THIS IS A ONE THIS IS NOT A ONE * *DONE* *



/ 'm the bug. I got you.



It doesnot work. Regardless of the success or failure of the IF, the



next statement following it in the program (statement 30 here) is executed.



In this example, weFirst get thecorrect message as the IF is executed: THIS IS A ONE



Then the second message isprintedanyway: THIS IS NOT A ONE



The new form of the IF statement: IF I = 1 THEN 50



eliminates this problem. We will use this statement frequendy in our programs.
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A successful IF forces



the Interpreter to activate the instruction



\^r....--



Let's now take a closer look at the IF statement so that we can



fully utilize it. The general form of the IF . . . THEN statement is the following:



IF (logical expression) THEN (line number) Let's now examine logical expressions and executable statements in turn.
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Logical Expressions In our example, I = 1 is a logical expression, i.e., it can be either true orfalse. True and false are called logical values. Here are some examples of logical expressions: I = 1



(I equals I)



I>4



(lisgreater than 4)



INTEGER < 100 (INTEGER is less than 100)



YEAR 5



(YEAR is not equal to 5)



AGE < 13



(AGE isless than 13)



Alogical expression combines values or variables with logical oper ators. Forcompleteness, theoperators you canusewith logical expressions are: =



equal







not equal








greater than



< =



>=



(in mathematics, this is written as ^or §)



less than or



equal



(in mathematics, this iswritten as^ )



greater than or equal



(in mathematics, this iswritten as^ )



ere are some even mon



(INTEGER + 2) > 4



(AGE - 5) > = 10 ((2*1 - 5)/2)< 10 2>I



You may also write:



4>2



(this isalways true)



4=2



(this isalwaysfalse)



The following are not valid logical expressions:



2< I < 0



(only one relational operator may be used)



(2 AGE - 2) < 5



(invalid expression—missing an *. This should read: (2 *AGE - 2) < 5)
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With some BASICs, you can combine logical expressions using



the logical operators AND, OR, and NOT. TI BASIC does not have these logical operators. However, you can achieve similar results using the two statements IF . . . THEN and IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE. Let's examine these statements further. Suppose that



you want your program to print the message "THIS IS A TEENAGER" if the variable AGE is greater than 12 and less than 20. This can be accomplished using the IF . . . THEN statement in the following way: 50



IF AGE 




20 THEN 80



70



PRINT "THIS IS A TEENAGER"



80



END



These statements will cause "THIS IS A TEENAGER" to print



whenever AGE is greater than 12 and less than 20. If the value of AGE is less than 13 or greater than 20, the program immedi ately jumps to line 80 and ends. Here is another example of using the IF . . . THEN statement to perform logical comparisons: 20



INPUT ANSWERS



30



IF ANSWERS - "YES" THEN 60



35



IF ANSWERS = "NO" THEN 60



40



PRINT "INVALID ANSWER"



60



PRINT "VALID ANSWER—LET'S PROCEED"



This program segment collects an answer in the variable ANSWERS. (Recall that the $ at the end of the name is used to denote a string variable, i.e., a collection of characters.) YES or NO are the only valid answers; this program checks for the validity of what you have typed.



Relational



operators can be used on variables



If you type YES, then ANSWERS = "YES" is true. State ment 60 is executed next, and the program prints: VALID ANSWER—LET'S PROCEED



If you type NO, the same thing happens. If you type anything else, you are told: INVALID ANSWER



Another statementthat isvery useful in performinglogi cal comparisons is the IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE statement. The general form of the IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE statement is the following:



IF (logical expression) THEN (line number 1) ELSE (line number 2).



Let's take a look at an example of the IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE statement:



40



INPUT "ENTER DOLLAR AMOUNT : " : VALUE



50



IF VALUE < = 0 THEN 60 ELSE 80



60



PRINT "INVALID AMOUNT"



80



PRINT "VALID AMOUNT—LET'S PROCEED"



This program segment asks for a dollar amount and stores it in the variable VALUE. We wish to proceed only if the dollar amount is positive. Line 50 looks at the number contained in the variable VALUE. If VALUE islessthan or equal to zero, then line 60 is exe cuted, and the program prints: INVALID AMOUNT



If the number stored in the variable VALUE is not less than or



equal to zero, then the ELSE part of the statement is executed, and the programjumps to line 80, printing: VALID AMOUNT-LET'S PROCEED
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An Arithmetic Drill Using our new skills, we will now develop a program that dis plays a "menu" on the screen. Depending on the user's selec tion, this educational program will perform additions, subtrac tions, multiplications, or divisions. Here is the dialogue we plan to generate on the screen:



WELCOME TO COMPUTER TEACHER. I WILL CHECK YOUR ARITHMETIC SKILLS WHAT DO YOU



WANT TO PRACTICE?



-ADDITION



(1)



- SUBTRACTION



(2)



-MULTIPLICATION



(3)



- DIVISION



(4)



YOUR CHOICE:? 3



LET'S MULTIPLY WHAT'S 2 TIMES 3:? 6 THAT'S RIGHT!



CONGRATULATIONS



"Should Ipresent an arithmetic menu?"
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Now here is the program that accomplishes this: 10



REM *MATH DRILL*



20



PRINT "WELCOME TO COMPUTER-



30



PRINT "TEACHER. I WILL CHECK"



40



PRINT "YOUR ARITHMETIC SKILLS-



50



PRINT "WHAT DO YOU"



60



PRINT "WANT TO PRACTICE?"



70



100



PRINT PRINT PRINT PRINT



110



PRINT "YOUR CHOICE:";



115



INPUT CHOICE



120



160



IF (CHOICE = 1) IF (CHOICE = 2) IF (CHOICE = 3) IF (CHOICE = 4) PRINT "PLEASE



170



PRINT "BETWEEN 1 AND 4"



80 90



130 140



150



" " " "



-



ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION



(1)" (2)" (3)" (4)"



THEN 200 THEN 300 THEN 400 THEN 500 CHOOSE A NUMBER";



180



PRINT "GOOD BYE"



185



END



190



REM



200



PRINT "LET'S ADD"



ADDITION



210



PRINT "WHAT'S 4 + 7 :";



215



INPUT INTEGER



220



IF (INTEGER < > 11) THEN 600



225



PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT!"



230



PRINT "CONGRATULATIONS"



235



END



290



REM



300



PRINT "LET'S SUBTRACT"



SUBTRACTION



310



PRINT "WHAT'S 9-5



315



INPUT INTEGER



:";



320



IF (INTEGER < > 4) THEN 600



325



PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT!"



330



PRINT "CONGRATULATIONS"



335



END



390



REM - - MULTIPLICATION - -



400



PRINT "LET'S MULTIPLY"



410



PRINT "WHAT'S 2 TIMES 3



415



INPUT INTEGER



:";



420



IF (INTEGER < > 6) THEN 600



425



PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT!"



430



PRINT "CONGRATULATIONS"



435



END



490



REM - - DIVISION - -



500



PRINT "LET'S DIVIDE"



505



INPUT "WHAT IS 9"



510



PRINT "DIVIDED BY 3"
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515



INPUT INTEGER



520



IF (INTEGER < > 3) THEN 600



525



PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT!"



530



PRINT "CONGRATULATIONS"



535



END



590



REM - - FAILURE EXIT - -



600



PRINT "THAT'S WRONG."



605



PRINT "SORRY AND GOOD BYE."



610



END



This program looks imposing in size, but it is actually quite simple. Let's examine it.



Statements 20 to 100 produce the display or "menu" on the screen. The program checks the user's selection in statements 120 to 150 (the parentheses after each IF are not required; they are included for readability). If the user typed " 1", then (CHOICE = 1) is true,



"Congratulations!



and statement 200 is executed next. If the user typed some thing other than 1, 2, 3, or 4, then statement 160 is executed and the program says:



PLEASE CHOOSE A NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND 4 GOODBYE



and quits (this is the END statement on line 185). In our example, we type 3. Statement 120 fails, so statement 130 is executed next. Statement 130 fails, so statement 140 is



executed next. Statement 140 succeeds, since (CHOICE = 3) is true, and statement 400 is executed next. Here is the corres



ponding program segment: 400



PRINT "LET'S MULTIPLY"



410



PRINT "WHAT'S 2 TIMES 3



415



INPUT INTEGER



420



IF (INTEGER < > 6) THEN 600



425



PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT!"



:";



430



PRINT "CONGRATULATIONS" :



435



END



In our example, we type 6 in response to statement 415.



When statement 420 is executed, (INTEGER< > 6) is false since INTEGER =6. (Recall that < > means not equal to.) Therefore, the next statement to be executed is statement 425, and the program responds with:



THAT'S RIGHT!



CONGRATULATIONS



and quits since line 435 contained the command END.



Looking at this program, you may quickly spot a new frus tration: If you type a number other than 1, 2, 3, or 4 after the



menu is shown, or if you give an incorrect arithmetic answer, the program will stopabruptly. Ideally, we would like the pro gram to continue. For example, it would be good if, after the program tells the user that a number other than 1 to 4 is not valid, it would then ask for a new choice. We would like to be



able to go back to the beginning of the program and restart it, or more generally, to be able to go to any part of the program next. This is possible with the GOTO statement. Let us examine this statement.
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The GOTO Statement The GOTO statement is written as:



GOTO (line number)



It forces execution of the specified statement. Here is an example: 10



PRINT "THIS PROGRAM"



15



PRINT "RECOGNIZES 1'S."



20



PRINT "TYPE 0 TO STOP."



25



PRINT "TYPE A NUMBER:"



30



INPUT INTEGER



40



IF INTEGER = 1 THEN 60



45



IF INTEGER = 0 THEN 70



50



GOTO 25



60



PRINT "ONE"



65



GOTO 25



70



END



GOTO forces execution



of the specified statement
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Here is a sample run: ^



THIS PROGRAM



RECOGNIZES 1'S. TYPE 0 TO STOP. TYPE A NUMBER:? 1 ONE



TYPE A NUMBER:? 5 TYPE A NUMBER:? 25 TYPE A NUMBER:? 0



__/



v



Every time you type 1 the program recognizes it and spells out ONE. Every time you type anything else, the number is ignored and the program requests a new value. The program continually goes back to the beginning. This is called a loop. The program is said to loop upon itself. If you type a 0, it is detected by statement 45, and the program jumps to statement 70 and ends. Let's now remove statement 45. The program lookslike this: 10



PRINT "THIS PROGRAM"



15



PRINT "RECOGNIZES 1'S."



20



PRINT "TYPE 0 TO STOP."



25



PRINT "TYPE A NUMBER:";



30



INPUT INTEGER



40



IF INTEGER = 1 THEN 60



50



GOTO 25



60



PRINT "ONE"



65



GOTO 25



70



END



Here is a sample run: r THIS PROGRAM RECOGNIZES 1'S. TYPE 0 TO STOP.



TYPE A NUMBER:? 2 TYPE A NUMBER:? 1 ONE



TYPE A NUMBER:? 0 TYPE A NUMBER:? •
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'Stop this loop!" Like the apprentice sorcerer, we have created a terrible problem: this program will never stop! This is a common programming error called an endless loop. The program may continue executing forever. Don't worry. This will not damage anything. To stop it, you must press the FCTN CLEAR key. If worse comes to worst, and you can't remember what to do, turn your computer off and then turn it back on again. But remember: if you turn the com puter off, you willlose everything you have typed in so far and have not previously saved on cassette or diskette. We will strive to avoid this unpleasant situation by providing a normal (pro grammed) exit for each program from now on. Having introduced the GOTO statement, let's now go back to our definition of the IF statement, and simplify it.



IF Statement Revisited Recall that the form of the IF statement is



IF (logical expression) THEN (line number)
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Here is an example: IF INTEGER = 0 THEN 60



This is equivalent to: IF INTEGER = 0 GOTO 60



GOTO 60 is an executable statement, and you will recognize that the form THEN 60



is simply equivalent to GOTO 60



We will now demonstrate the use of IFs and GOTOs on pro gram examples.



Counting Ones In Chapter 5, weintroduced the counter technique. Let's now use it to count the numberof 1's typed in the last program of the previous section. Here is the improved program: 1



REM ONE'S COUNTER



10



PRINT "I WILL COUNT HOW MANY"



15



PRINT "SINGLE 1'S YOU TYPE."



20



PRINT "TYPE 0 TO STOP"



30



SUM = 0



35



PRINT "TYPE A NUMBER:



40



INPUT INTEGER



50



IF INTEGER = 0 THEN 100



60



IF INTEGER < > 1 THEN 35



70



SUM = SUM + 1



";



80



PRINT "ONE. TOTAL SO FAR: ";



85



PRINT SUM



90



GOTO 35



100



END
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Here is a sample run: r



1 WILL COUNT HOW MANY SINGLE 1'S YOU TYPE. TYPE 0 TO STOP TYPE A NUMBER: ? 10 TYPE A NUMBER: ?



1



ONE. TOTAL SO FAR: 1 TYPE A NUMBER: ? 9 TYPE A NUMBER: ? 5 TYPE A NUMBER: ?



1



ONE. TOTAL SO FAR: 2 TYPE A NUMBER: ? 2 TYPE A NUMBER: ? 1



ONE. TOTAL SO FAR: 3 TYPE A NUMBER: ?



Let us examine the program. Statements 10through 20 display messages: 10



PRINT "I WILL COUNT HOW MANY"



15



PRINT "SINGLE 1'S YOU TYPE."



20



PRINT "TYPE 0 TO STOP"



Statement 30 initializes the counter variable SUM to zero: 30



SUM = 0



Then the number is collected from the keyboard: 35



PRINT "TYPE A NUMBER:



40



INPUT INTEGER



";



If the number is 0, we are done: 50



IF INTEGER = 0 THEN 100



where 100 is the END statement. Let's assume that the number



was 10, and see what happens: 60



IF INTEGER < > 1 THEN 35



If the number is not 1, then we jump back to 35 and request a new number. If the number is 1, we proceed: 70



SUM = SUM + 1



The counter variable SUM is incremented by one. Recall the meaning of an assignment statement. You can read line 70 as: SUM receives the new value of (old value of SUM) + 1
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At this point, SUM receives the value 0 + 1 = 1. The next two statements are:



80



PRINT "ONE. TOTAL SO FAR: ";



85



PRINT SUM



Then the program loops back to line 35, requesting a new number: 90



GOTO 35



Arithmetic Drill Revisited Recall that we developed an arithmeticdrill program at the begin ning of thischapter. We regretted the fact that it was too simple and could not recycle. However, we can now make it recycle. Since theprogram is ratherlarge, let's look at the relevant seg ment only. First, here is the section that asks the user to select a number between 1 and 4: 110



PRINT "YOUR CHOICE:";



115



INPUT CHOICE



120



IF (CHOICE = 1) THEN 200



130



IF (CHOICE = 2) THEN 300



140



IF (CHOICE = 3) THEN 400



150



IF (CHOICE = 4) THEN 500



160



PRINT "PLEASE CHOOSE A NUMBER";



170



PRINT "BETWEEN 1 AND 4"



180



PRINT "GOOD BYE"



185



END



And here is our improvement: 185



GOTO 110



That is all. Check it.



Now, we would also like the program to present more than one arithmetic question. Say, we want it to ask ten different questions. We could do this by adding GOTOs and a counter.



Validating the Input The examples we have just examined demonstrate an important rule when designing a program: Whenever you request data at the key board, do not assume that it will always be supplied correcdy. A user might hit the wrong key, either deliberately or accidentally. To avoid strange or erroneous program behavior, always validate the input. If the information typed at the keyboard is not valid, generate a polite messageand request the input again. We will perform input validation in most of our examples. Let's now develop two complete programs that make decisions.



"Watch my



input please."



Mileage Conversion InChapter 3, we learned how to perform a simple conversion of miles into kilometers. Here is a way to automate it: 10



REM * MILEAGE CONVERSION *



20



REM



30



PRINT "I CONVERT MILES"



35



PRINT "INTO KILOMETERS"



40



PRINT "TYPE 0 TO STOP"



45



PRINT "HOW MANY MILES



50



INPUT MILES



60



IF MILES = 0 THEN 100



";



70



KM = MILES* 1.6



80



PRINT MILES; " MILES EQUALS"



85



PRINT KM; " KILOMETERS"



90



GOTO 45



100



END



Here is a sample run: ^ I CONVERT MILES INTO KILOMETERS TYPE 0 TO STOP HOW MANY MILES ? 7



7 MILES EQUALS 11.2 KILOMETERS HOW MANY MILES ? 10



10 MILES EQUALS 16 KILOMETERS HOW MANY MILES ? 0



100



Birthday Here is one more example. Let's now improve our earlier program



that computed a person's age. You will supply today's date and the year, month, and day you were born, and the program will tell you your exact age. Here is the program: 10



REM *



15



PRINT "FIRST NAME";



* AGE COMPUTATION *



*



20



INPUT FIRSTS



25



PRINT "HELLO



30



PRINT FIRSTS



35



PRINT "I'LL COMPUTE YOUR AGE"



";



40



PRINT "WHAT IS TODAY'S DATE?"



45



PRINT "(YY/MM/DD)"



50



PRINT "ENTER THE YEAR FIRST"



55



INPUT YY



60



IF YY 




99 THEN 50



70



PRINT "THE MONTH (1 TO 12)"



75



INPUT MM



80



IF MM 




12 THEN 70



90



PRINT "THE DAY:";
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INPUT DD



100



IF DD 




31 THEN 90



110



REM



120



PRINT "NOW GIVE ME"



125



PRINT "YOUR BIRTHDATE"



130



PRINT "YEAR (2 DIGITS):";



135



INPUT YBIRTH



140



IF YBIRTH 




99 THEN 120



150



PRINT "MONTH (1 TO 12):";



155



INPUT MBIRTH



160



IF MBIRTH 
 12 THEN 150



170



PRINT "DAY:";



175



INPUT DBIRTH



1 THEN 150



180



IF DBIRTH < 1 THEN 170



185



IF DBIRTH > 31 THEN 170 REM



190 200



REM - AGE COMPUTATION -



210



IF MBIRTH 




MM THEN 320



230



REM



240



IF DBIRTH 




DD THEN 320



260



PRINT "TODAY'S YOUR BIRTHDAY!"



-



BIRTHDAY THIS MONTH



265



PRINT "CONGRATULATIONS!"



270



AGE = YY - YBIRTH



-



101



280



PRINT "YOU ARE";



285



PRINT AGE;



290



END



"YEARS OLD REM



300 310



REM NO BIRTHDAY YET



320



AGE = YY - YBIRTH - 1



330



GOTO 280



340



END



Despite itslength, this program isquite simple. Notehow we validate each input. However, to keep the program short our vali dationis rough. We do not verify that each number isan integer. Nor do weverify the numberofdaysin each month. This isleft as an exercise for the thorough (and patient) reader.



Summary Using the IF and the GOTO statements, we have learned how to write programs to perform tests on values and to make decisions. We have also learned how to perform program loops so that a por tion of a program can be repeated indefinitely. In addition, we have learned how to systematically check and validate inputs typed at the keyboard. We have now learned all the basic skillsrequired to write common programs, and we have examined several meaningful examples as well. We will now make our programs more conveni ent to write.



Because of the frequency and importance of loops and automa tion in programs, TI BASIC offers additional facilities in the form of additional statements. We will discuss these facilities in the next



chapter.
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Exercises 6-1:



What is the use of the IF statement?



6-2:



Are the followinglogical expressions valid? a.



6-3:



b.



A >5



c.



5



d.



1 >2



e.



SUM > INTEGER



f.



LETTERS - "A"



> A



Is the following valid? 10



6-4:



A = 4



IF A = 5 THEN IF B = 2 THEN 1£



What is a program loop?
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Automating



Using the IFand the GOTOstate ments, we can execute a program



We will begin this chapter with a review of the IF/GOTO technique of



segment repeatedly. The corres ponding program segment is called



generating a loop. We will then intro



a loop; and most programs use



NEXT statement, designed to facili tate the creation of loops. We will use this important statement exten sively in our programs.



loops. In this chapter we will learn improved techniques for creating loops. We will also develop sophisti cated programs that automate tasks.



duce a new statement, the FOR ...



Repetitions



The IF/GOTO Technique We will begin by examining a program that automates a loop, using the IF/GOTO technique. As we examine this program we will point out certain features common to allloops. For example, we will examine the use of a counter variable, incrementation, ini



tialization, and test before exit. Here is the program. It computes the sum of the First ten integers. 1



REM * SUM OF 1ST 10 INTEGERS *



10



SUM = 0



20



I = 1



30



SUM = SUM + I



40



1= 1 + 1



50



IF



60



GOTO 30



I = 11



THEN 70



70



PRINT "THE SUM OF THE FIRST-



75



PRINT "10 INTEGERS IS:";



80



PRINT SUM



90



END



Two variables are used in this program: SUM and I. The vari able SUM accumulates the sum of the first 10 integers as we keep



adding them—it is theequivalent ofa subtotal on a calculator. I is the integer that is being added to SUM. Recall that a variable must have a value the First time it is used.



Thus, before we use SUM and I in a formula, we must set their values to an initial value (0 and 1, respectively). This is accom-



"How about something a little more complex?"
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plished by statements 10 and 20. These statements are called initial ization statements. The next statement is: 30



SUM = SUM + I



This statement adds the value of the current integer I to the current SUM. When this statement is executed for the First time, the value



ofSUM is0 and the value of I is 1. As a result this statement assigns the value 0 + 1 = 1 to SUM. Following execution of that state ment, SUM contains the value 1. The next statement is: 40



1= 1+ 1



The current valueof I is 1. The resultof this statement is to giveI the new value, 2. This is die countertechnique: I is incremented by one in order to generate the next integer. At the same time, the value of I indicateshow many integers have been added so far. In other words, I is usedas the current integer and as a counter.



So, all we have left todo isto go back to statement 30and keep adding integers: 50



GOTO 30



Wrong. This program will (in theory) never stop (actually it will once the value of SUM becomeslarger than the maximum allowed by your interpreter). This is notwhatwewant. We want the pro gram to stop after executing the loop ten times. We must introduce "Remember me?



a test instruction. Here it is: 50



IFI = 11THEN70



Once I reaches the value 11, statement 70 is executed and the



program stops. This iscalled exiting from the loop. Let's now verify that the value 11 (rather than 10) is indeed correct in statement 50. If we write: 50



IFI = 10THEN70



It does not work. Once I reaches the value 10, SUM contains the



sum of 1 through 9 only. The loop should be executed one more time.



Remember that eachloopcontainsa counter. You shouldalways



"Got you again!"



carefully check the value of the counter that causes exit from the loop. In our example, as long as I is not equal to 11, the loop will be reentered: 60



GOTO 30



Once I reaches the value 11, the first ten numbers will have been



added. This is because in our program the addition (SUM = SUM + I) takes place before the incrementation (I =1 + 1). The final
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three statements in the program are the exit from the loop: 70



PRINT "THE SUM OF THE FIRST";



75



PRINT "10 INTEGERS IS:



80



PRINT SUM



90



END



";



Here is a sample run of this program: ^—



—



>



THE SUM OF THE FIRST 10 INTEGERS IS: 55



f START



)



1 Initialization



(10,20)



\ Computation (30) Incrementation (40)



•



= 11



^



\



counter



(50)



^S



>^



Loop



T< 11 Exit



message (70)



•



•



Go to 30



I



Cz D ) Figure 7.1 Flow control in the Integer SUM Program



The illustration in Figure 7.1 shows the flow of control in the



program. The numbers in parentheses are thestatement numbers. Thisdiagram is called aflowchart. We will discuss thesubject of flowcharts in detail in Chapter 8. For now, simplynote the general organization of the program: initialization, computation plus incrementation, test, and exit. All program segments with loops perform these functions.



Variations Let's now playwithour integeraddition program and sharpen our programming skills. This will demonstrate the many alternatives
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that can be used to write a program. For example, on line 50 we could have written: 50



IF I >



10 THEN 70



and the result would be the same (when I reaches the value 11, it is greater than 10). Also, we could have written: 40



IF I = 10 THEN 70



50



1= 1+ 1



instead of: 40



1= 1+ 1



50



IF I = 11



THEN 70



With this change, I is tested first, dien incremented. Note that this time I is tested for the value 10 (instead of 11). We could also have written: 50



IF I > '11 THEN 30



60



REM



You can verify that these versions are indeed correct. All these variations are valid and equivalent. Even such a short program as the SUM program can be written in many equivalent ways. There is no unique way to write a program. Just like in a spoken lan guage, you can express the same concept in many different ways. This short program has illustrated the use of a loop and the use of a counter variable. We have also examined the typical phases involved in such a program: initialization, computation, incremen tation, test, and exit. In view of the frequent use of loops in pro grams, a special statement has been provided to facilitate their use in BASIC. This is the FOR . . . NEXT statement.



The FOR... NEXT Statement The FOR . . . NEXT statements automate much of the program



ming required for a loop. We will explain their use and operation by using actual examples. Here is one way we can rewrite our addition program using these new statements: 1



REM * INTEGER ADDITION - VER 2 *



10



SUM = 0



20



FOR I = 1 TO 10



30



SUM = SUM + I



40



NEXT I



50



PRINT "THE SUM OF THE FIRST-



60



PRINT "10 INTEGERS IS:";



65



PRINT SUM



70



END
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Note that this program has two less instructions than the first one. It is shorter and more readable. Let's examine it in detail.



The first executable statement initializes SUM to zero: 10



SUM = 0



The next statement is the FOR instruction: 20



FORI = 1 T010



This instruction has several roles: •



•



It marks the beginning of the automatic loop. (This is where the loop starts.)



It specifies that I (the counter variable) starts with the initial value 1 when this statement is first executed. This eliminates the need for an initialization statement for I.



•



I is incrementated by 1 (up to a maximum value of 10) every time the statement is reactivated by a matching NEXT state ment. An automatic test is performed, and when I exceeds the value 10, the loop is no longer executed, and the state ment following the NEXT is executed instead. (This is the loop exit).



The body of the loop simply contains the accumulation of the sum: 30



SUM = SUM + I



The NEXT statement: 40



NEXTI



marks the end of the loop and causes reactivation of the FOR. This replaces two statements in the previous version: 40



1= 1+ 1



60



GOTO 30



Every time NEXT I is executed, the program jumps to the begin ning of the loop , i.e., the FOR statement. When FOR is activated: •* I is incremented by 1



*> the new value of I is automatically compared to 10. As long as I does not exceed 10, execution proceeds. The looping stops when I equals 10, and NEXT is reached. At this point, exit occurs, and statement 50 (following the NEXT) is executed. This sequence is illustrated in Figure 7.2 (a flowchart). Figure 7.2 shows that the FOR statement automates three tasks:



*• initialization of the counter variable (I is set to 1 initially) •* incrementation of the counter variable (I is incremented by 1 each time)



•• testof the countervariableagainst a maximum value (I is compared to 10).
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C START ) '



Initialization



'



Sum = 0



1 '



y^For statement's^



Test fails



^VJincluding testtx"^



Automated



Loop Test succeeds



t



Computation '



r



Next (marker)



Continuation



Exit



of program



I (ZeslD Figure 7.2: Automatic looping with FOR ... NEXT



The NEXT statement simply marks the end of the loop and causes a "GOTO the FOR" statement.



FOR . . . NEXT is a convenience statement. You do not have to



use it, but you will probably find it very valuable. It simplifies loop design and clarifies the program. We will now give practical exam ples to illustrate the use of the FOR . . . NEXT statement and the use of automated loops.



Sum of the First N Integers We will compute the sum of the first N integers. This time the user specifies the value of N at the keyboard. Here is the program: 10



REM * SUM OF FiRST N INTEGERS *



20



SUM = 0



25



PRINT "I WILL ADD THE FIRST N";



30



PRINT "INTEGERS. TYPE N:"



35



INPUT N



40



FOR 1 = 1 TO N



50



SUM = SUM + I



60



NEXT I



65



PRINT "THE SUM OF THE FIRST"



70



PRINT N;



75



PRINT SUM



80



END



"INTEGERS IS";



Here is a sample run:



I WILL ADD THE FIRST N INTEGERS. TYPE N:? 5 THE SUM OF THE FIRST 5



INTEGERS IS



15



You should understand the program readily. This time, we loop from 1 to N, where N is supplied at the keyboard (statement 35). You can improve this program by validating the input: N should be greater than 1. The BASIC interpreter will automatically verify that N is an integer when executing the FOR statement. Try fooling it.



Tables of Values Using the powerful FOR . . . NEXT statement, we will show how easy it is to automate computations and print tables of values. Here



is a table of squares (a number multiplied by itself) and cubes (a number multiplied by itselfand multiplied by itselfagain): 10



REM TABLE OF SQUARES AND CUBES



20



REM FOR THE FIRST 10 INTEGERS



30



FOR I = 1 TO 10



40



PRINT I; I A 2; I ~ 3



50



NEXT I



60



END



Here is the result:



r



^> 1



1



1



2



4



8



3



9



27



4



16



5



25



64



125



6



36



216



7



49



343



8



64



512



9



81



729



10



100



1000



V



^



Let's take a closer look at statement 40:



40
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PRINT I; I A 2; I ~ 3



I * 2 means I tothepower 2, i.e., 1*1. Forexample, ifI = 2, then I 2=2x2=4. Similarly, I 3 means I to the power 3, i.e., I * I * I. If I =4, then I A3 - 4 x4x4=64. As an exercise you could rewrite this program to display the sum of the squares and cubes of the first N integers, where N is read at the keyboard. We learned how to do this in the previous section.



Lines of Stars Here is a simple program that prints N lines of stars, where N'is a number you specify at the keyboard: 10



REM * LINES OF STARS *



20



PRINT "I WILL DISPLAY"



25



PRINT "LINES OF STARS"



30



PRINT "HOW MANY LINES : "



35



INPUT N



40



REM N IS # OF LINES



50



FOR I = 1 TO N



60



PRINT " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "



70



NEXT I



80



END



And here is a sample run of this program:



I WILL DISPLAY



LINES OF STARS HOW MANY LINES : ?6 **************** **************** **************** **************** **************** ****************



Again, every time an input is supplied by the user, it is a good idea to validate it in order to avoid strange program behavior. We expect that the person using this program will supply a positive number. Let's assume you want no more than 20 lines of stars. You would tell the user in an appropriate PRINT statement, and use two validation statements like:



IF (N < 1) GOTO 20 IF (N > 20) GOTO 20



Advanced Looping The FOR . . . NEXT statement offers two advanced facilities that



we have not yet described: *• You can increment the counter by any integer value, such as 2, 3, 4, or even - 1 (rather than just incrementing by 1). This is called the variable step feature. *• You can create a loop within another loop. Such loops are called nested loops. Let us examine these two techniques.



Be careful



when looping
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Variable Step Here is an example of variable step: FOR I = 1 TO 5 STEP 2



Every time the loop is re-entered I will be incremented by 2. You could even write: FORI = 10TO -5STEP -1



using a negative step increment. Because the upper limit for the



counter variable ( - 5 here) is less than the starting value (10), it is a "negative step" for the interpreter. The value of I will be decreased by 1 each time. The first value of I will be 10. The next will be 9; the next 8, etc. The last one will be - 5. In other words, I will take the following values in turn: 10,9,8, 7,6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, - 1, -2, - 3, - 4, - 5. Negative step is another convenience feature that you may want to use.



Your variable may use



step increases



Nested Loops The nested loop technique is an important and poweriiil facility used to automate complex processing. A nested loop is created whenever you use a FOR . . . NEXT group of statements within a loop; that is, whenever you use another FOR . . . NEXT group of statements.



In general, you may use as many statements as you wish be



tween the FOR and the NEXT statements. Specifically, you may even include another loop within these statements. When this takes place it is called a nested loop. This concept is illustrated in Figure 7.3. When using nested loops, notice how the program becomes more difficult to read. To remedy this, you are encouraged to use indentation. Indentation is another program clarification technique. Figure 7.4 shows an indented version of the program of Figure 7.3. STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



- FOR



Q. C



C



-2



a. o o



-J



r



FOR



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



FOR



FOR



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



NEXT



NEXT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



NEXT



NEXT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



STATEMENT



END



END



Figure 7.3: A nested loop



Figure 7.4: An indented program



You can nest loops to any level, up to a maximum number depending on the amount of memory you have. However, you may not overlap loops. The followingloops are legal:
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The following are not legal:



Don't overlap loops!



In addition, you may not jump (i.e, specify a GOTO) from a point inside the outer loop to a point inside the inner one:



Correct nesting



Illegal jumping (with IF or GOTO)



However, you may jump out of the inner loop:



Correct jumping



Correct jumping
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Here is an example of a nested loop. This program displays accel erated time in minutes and hours: 10



REM * SIMULATED CLOCK *



20



FOR HOUR = 0 TO 23



30



FOR MINUTE = 0 TO 59



40



PRINT "TIME:";



45



PRINT HOUR;



50



PRINT MINUTE;



55



NEXT MINUTE



"HRS&"; "MIN"



60



NEXT HOUR



70



PRINT "END OF THE DAY"



80



END



Here is a portion of the run: /" TIME: 0



HRS & 0 MIN



TIME: 0



HRS & 1 MIN



TIME: 0



HRS & 2 MIN



TIME: 0



HRS & 3 MIN



TIME: 0



HRS & 4 MIN



TIME: 0 HRS & 59 MIN TIME: 1 HRS & 0 MIN



Additional Features As a final note, decimal values and expressions are allowed in the FOR statement. For example, the following are valid: FOR MEASURE = 0.1 TO 13.5 STEP 0.2



FOR INTEGER = N TO (N * 2) STEP 1



This practice is not recommended; and we will not use these advanced features here.
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Summary Loops are usedextensively to automate the repetitionof a program segment. The FOR . . . NEXTstatement is used to automate loops in BASIC. In most cases, the FOR . . . NEXT statement can



replace several other BASIC statements. In thischapter, we have examined typical uses ofthe FOR . . . NEXTstatement, including nested loops, and we have developed several advanced programs. Now that you have learned all the basic programming techniques, you are almost ready to start writing your own programs. In the next chapter we will explain how you can get started.



Exercises 7-1:



Displaythe first 5 integers on a line (4 statements).



7-2:



Write a program that reads the time in hours and minutes at the key board and displays it as follows: Input:



3 (hours),



3 (minutes)



Display:



HHH



(3 letters)



MMM



(3 letters)



7-3:



What is the counter variable in a loop?



7-4:



Can you jump into the middle of a loop?



7-5:



Display a table that converts ounces to grams (1 ounce = 28 grams).



7-6:



Compute the sum of the first N odd integers—where N is supplied at the keyboard—and display it for each integer.



7-7:



Read scores for five students that each took four tests, graded 0 to 10. Display the grades, then the total and average for each.



7-8:



Display a sales tax table for prices of $1 to $100 in $1 increments. Supply the tax rate at the keyboard.
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Creating *



i Program



Programming involves designing a



This is a five-step process:



program that automates a task. So far, we have written several short programs. We have done so without



1. Specify the sequence of steps in volved in solving the problem. This is called designing the algorithm.



any intermediate steps—directly writing a sequence of BASIC state ments. This technique is fine for very simple programs, but it does not work well for complex ones. In this chapter, we will learn the correct way to create a program.



2. Draw a diagram showing the se quence of events and the logical steps. This is called drawing the flowchart.



3. Write the program in BASIC. This is called coding.



4. Verify and test the program. This is called debugging. 5. Clarifyand document the program. This is called documenting.



So far, we have only learned and practiced steps 2 and 5. But this se quence will work only for short pro grams. Before we proceed to long programs, let's study the complete sequence involved in program development.



Algorithm Design We want to design a program that will solve a given problem or au tomate a task. So far, we have designed programs to solve simple problems. The sequence of steps required to solve each problem was generally obvious, so there was almost no design phase. In the general case, however, given a problem we must first design a solu tion. In order to write programs, this solution must be specified as a sequence of steps. This sequence of steps is called an algorithm.



Formally, an algorithm is defined as a step-by-stepspecificationof the solution to a problem. Technically, an algorithm must also terminate—it should not go on indefinitely. An algorithm that does not stop is called an error! Here is a simple problem: let's convert a weight measured in ounces into its equivalent in grams. Recall that one ounce is equiv alent to 28.35 grams. The solution is obvious: we multiply the



weight in ounces by 28.35. This is a simple one-step algorithm. Let's now examine a slighdy more complex problem: let's read a number at the keyboard and test that it is within a certain range. We will accept the number as being valid if it falls in the range between 0 and 100. The sequence of steps involved in solving this problem is the following: 1.



Read die number.



2. Check to see if it is greater than zero. If so, proceed; if not, reject the number. 3. Check to see if it is less than 100. If yes, accept the number; if not, reject it. This is a 3-step algorithm.



In practice, most problems are more complicated, and their solutions require longer and more complex algorithms. Here are several everyday examples of algorithms. You can find many more in your cookbook, or in your car or appliance manuals. Let's examine an algorithm for boiling a three-minute egg. Here are the steps: 1. Take a pan 2. Fill it with water 3. Turn on the stove



4. Place the pan of water on the stove



5. Bring the water to a boil 6. Place an egg in the boiling water 7. Start the three-minute timer



8. When the timer rings, remove the egg 9. Turn off the stove.
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'I'll demonstrate



the three-minute egg algorithm."



This algorithm looks straightforward, but if it were to be executed as a program by a computerized robot, it would have to be much more precise. For example, we would need to specify exactly which pan to use, as well as the precise amount of water to put in the pan.



Many algorithms presented in everyday books assume that the user has a specific cultural or technical background; and they are therefore generally incomplete. In other words, they assume that a user can fill in the blanks. Unfortunately, this is precisely why so many manuals are so difficult to comprehend! We will not make the same mistake here. Our algorithms will be completely specified in order to become useable programs. Here is one last example: an algorithm for starting a car. If we assume that the car works perfecdy, the algorithm is quite simple: 1. Insert the key in the ignition.



2. Turn the key all the way to the right. 3. Release pressure on the key while applying gentle pressure on the gas pedal. However, we know diat it is possible that a car may not start. This is because there are other factors involved, such as tempera ture, or the mechanical condition of the engine. Preparing a complete algorithm for starting a car under all conditions would



require several pages—ifwe are to take into account everything that could possibly go wrong.



Starting a car is an interesting algorithm
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In everyday life we can often simplify the steps of an algorithm. But, in a computer program we may not. An algorithm has to be correct and complete. When designing an algorithm for a computer solution, you must be thorough and anticipate every reasonable case that may arise, or your program may eventually fail. Successful program ming requires a special attitude: you must continuously challenge everything you do, always assuming that it could be wrong or in complete. Never assume an input will be reasonable. Check it and verify it. Always allow for the possibilityof errors. We will illustrate these considerations later in this chapter when we examine an actual case study. In summary, in order to automate the solution to a problem by writing a computer program, start by preparing an algorithm. The final algorithm should be perfect—although, in the beginning it rarely is. In fact, you will probably design an approximate solution (i.e., a rough algorithm) in the beginning and then continue to refine the algorithm as you go along, until it reaches the state you consider to be perfection. Always make sure your algorithm is complete before you start actually writing instructions.



Remember, the algorithm is supposed to work!
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Tm the flowchart.



I want to help you. Please use me."



Flowcharting So, we have designed an algorithm. The thought that now comes to mind is: let's translate it prompdy into a BASIC program and run it! Wrong. There is one more step that may save you hours of programming time: it is called flowcharting. If you skip this step, you will probably not write a working program, and you will prob ably waste much time later trying to correct the program—with no guarantee of success. By contrast, once you have a good flowchart, writing the program is one easy step away. A flowchart is simply a diagram showing the sequence of events. Figure 8.1 shows a flowchart of the steps involved in boiling a 3-minute egg. As you can see, this flowchart is a graphic representation of the algorithm we have already presented. In this case, each box in the flowchart represents one step of the algorithm. The purpose of a flowchart is to show the sequence of the steps over time. Later, once you become familiar with flowcharting, you may even skip the algorithm design step and begin dirccdy with flowcharting, since the flowchart isjust a representation of the algorithm. In the case of an algorithm as simple as the one for preparing a 3-minute egg, the flowchart is not very useful and could be dis pensed with. The true value of a flowchart becomes apparent when you begin designing more complex algorithms that involve numer ous choices and decisions.
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( START } Take pan



Fill with water



I



(This is an error)



Turn on stove



T Place pan on stove



J Boil water in pan



I Place egg in pan



I Set timer



T Wait 3 minutes



I



Age = this year- birthdate's year



c



Remove egg



I



END



3



Age = this year - birthdate's year -1



C END "}



Figure 8.2 Age Computation flowchart



I Turn off heat



(



J



END



)



Figure 8.1 Boiling a 3-minute egg Figure 8.3 Diamond symbol



Let's now design a new program that asks for your birthdate and the current date, and then computes your age. The algorithm is obvious. The flowchart is shown in Figure 8.2. The diamondshaped boxes in the flowchart indicate a test, i.e., a choice in the sequence. At this point, to facilitate converting the flowchart into a program, make sure that each choice has only two results: "yes" or "no." Label the arrows accordingly. Now examine Figure 8.2 and verify that each arrow coming out of the diamond-shaped boxes is labeled either "yes" or "no," depending on the result of the test (see Figure 8.3).
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In general, there are three ways the arrows can be drawn, as shown in Figure 8.4. You may select any way you prefer. The pur pose of your selection should simply be to facilitate reading the flowchart. The position of the yes and the no arrows may be freely exchanged; in other words, "yes" can be on the right if you prefer. Let's now go back to Figure 8.2 and the age computation flow chart and examine the algorithm it represents. First, today's date is requested. This step corresponds to the first box in the flowchart (labeled 1). Second your birthdate is re quested. This is the box labeled as 2 on the flowchart. Next, we must verify that the birthdate supplied is reasonable. We must check that the birthdate is earlier than today's date. If the value of the date of your birthdate is greater dian the value of today's date, an error will be recognized and the process will be restarted. If not, the birthdate will be presumed valid. This step corresponds to the diamond shaped box (labeled 3) on the flowchart.



To be even more refined, we could also reject birthdates that result in an age of 150 years or more, since they are unlikely to be valid. However, accepting such birthdates does not create serious adverse effects; therefore it may not be worth the trouble to check for them.



The flowchart is the reflection



of the algorithm
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In box 4 on the flowchart, we determine whether the month of



your birthday isless than today's month. If so, your birthday has passed for this year, and your age may be computed (in box 5 of the flowchart) as the difference of the current year and the year of your birthday. For example, if you were born in Febmary 1946 and we are in March 1983, your age is 1983 - 1946 =37.



Otherwise (this isbox 6 on the flowchart), your age iscomputed as the current year minus your birthdate's year, minus 1. For ex ample, if you were born in June 1942and we are in March 1983, your age is 1983 - 1942 - 1 =40. To keep this example simple, we will not check for the day of the month. We'll add this improve ment later.



The steps of the algorithm should now be clear. Let's examine the flowchart symbols.



The Symbols in the Flowchart



Figure 8.4 The three ways to draw arrows



Failure



i



Success



Test hanp Figure 8.5 Another shape



for a decision box



In a flowchart, rectangular boxesare used for computations and direct actions that do not involve a choice, such as input or display. Diamond-shaped boxes are used for tests or choices. They must always have at least two arrowscoming out of them. Finally, each algorithm must have a beginning and an end. This is denoted by the labels START (or BEGIN) and END. The symbolsused in flowcharts are not uniformly standardized. Many standards have been proposed but none has gained univer sal acceptance. The rectangular box is always used. The diamondshaped box, however, may be replaced by one with rounded edges, as shown in Figure 8.5. In addition, the START and END symbols can be placed in a small circle, as shown in Figure 8.6. Finally, some special symbols may be used to indicate the use of specific peripherals. For example, a PRINT operation may appear in one of two ways, as shown in Figure 8.7. In practice you need not worry about the symbols. A flowchart is simply a way of conveniendy visualizing an algorithm (especially when it contains many choices). You may even use differentsym bols if you wish. However, it is better to use common ones so that your programs may be more easily shared with others, and so that you can read and follow other flowcharts more easily.
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Figure 8.8 Cutting a flowchart



Cutting the Flowchart Here is one more usefulconvention. If a flowchart spreads out over several pages, you can cut it into pieces. Label each cut arrow with a number or name, and make sure you have matching entry points to the flowcharts on the other pages. Figure 8.8 shows an example of using numbers to connect arrows.



Refining the Flowchart The instructions placed in the boxes of the flowchart may be writ ten as you please. They are not BASIC statements. When writing your flowchart for the first time, you may write instructions that are somewhat vague, such as "tell me your birthdate?"; later on, you may refine the statements contained in the boxes and design a more detailed chart that will be easierto translateinto a program. If you feel that the instructions in the boxes are sufficiendy pre cise for you to writean equivalent program, you need not change them any further. If you feel, however, that they are too vague or complexto be translated direcdy into a program, then you should replace them with a sequence of more-detailed instructions.
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As an example, you may recall that the flowchart in Figure 8.2 checks for the month ofyour birthdate, but not the day, when de termining whether your birthday has already occurred this month. Let's refine it so that it checks for the month and the day. The cor responding segment of the initial (rough) flowchart appears in Fig ure 8.9. The new or refined flowchart is shown in Figure 8.10.
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